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About The Annex Cat Rescue
We are an all-volunteer cat-rescue charity. Since our founding in 1997, we have fostered and
found permanent homes for over 1100 cats and kittens in the Greater Toronto Area. We have
controlled the populations of several downtown feral cat colonies by trapping, then spaying or
neutering and returning (TNR) dozens of feral cats. We also regularly feed feral cat colonies
and monitor them for illness.
The plight of homeless cats in Toronto’s alleyways is a growing one in search of a humane
solution. Through our brochures, left in veterinarian clinics, and our presence at events such
as street festivals, we have sought to educate the public about responsible pet ownership as
well as dealing compassionately with feral cats in their neighbourhoods. We have also
attempted to educate politicians about the benefits of a city-funded TNR program.
The ACR was founded in 1997 by residents of The Annex neighbourhood in downtown
Toronto with a common interest in finding homes for the kittens of a local colony and providing
food for the adults. The group soon discovered that the problem was much larger than they
had imagined. A network of foster homes wa s established for kittens and tame strays, and an
adoption service was born. Adults too wild for the indoor life were spayed or neutered for
return to their colonies.
Over the years, ACR has expanded its geographical area both for services and volunteers.
We now feed most of the ferals in Chinatown and Kensington Market and accept kittens from
anywhere in the Greater Toronto area. In 1999, Canada Revenue Agency granted ACR
official charitable status (number 871653945 RR 0001). A Board of Directors was chosen
and a philosophy was formalized through our constitution, by-laws and guidelines. Our
volunteer-run website (www.annexcatrescue.on.ca) was launched in 2000, featuring our cats
and kittens available for adoption. We are currently in the process of expanding, renovating
and updating it.
During 2005, your ACR Board carried on our founders' pioneering work of formulating and
clarifying procedures. In addition to last year's Adoption Agreement, we now have a Foster
Agreement, a Screeners' Script, Website Guidelines and a Volunteer Contract, plus a set of
Health Guidelines for feline handlers. We also inaugurated an ACR "Newslitter" called
PawPrints and held ACR's first all-volunteer brunch.
Today ACR has over 60 core volunteers plus others who help run special events. These
include our administration and financial officers, 20 fosters, a half-dozen screeners and
photographers, 25 feral feeders and trappers and 9 who hand-make catnip toys and other
items as part of our fundraising activities.
ACR does not o perate a shelter. All our cats are fostered in volunteers' homes. This prevents
the behavioural problems that can develop when cats are caged for long periods and allows
our fosters to understand a cat's temperament for matching it with prospective adopters.
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Our cats receive veterinary treatment before adoption, including vaccinations, de-worming
and treatment for parasites. Our adopters must sign a contract stating they will not allow the
cat to wander out-of-doors unsupervised; they will spay or neuter the cat at the appropriate
time and they will never de-claw it, which is a form of mutilation. In the event that an adoption
doesn't work, ACR will re-foster that cat until another adoptive home is found.
ACR has a strict no-kill policy. No cat that comes into our care will ever be euthanized for any
reason other than on purely compassionate grounds, such as sustaining an inoperable injury
or terminal illness. Some of our special-needs cats tote up large veterinary bills, which we
willingly pay, until we find adopters able to take on the responsibility of maintaining them over
a lifetime.
ACR also has a strong commitment to local community volunteerism. While we take in as
many needy cats as possible, we also encourage others to get involved in humanely solving
cat over-population problems in their own neighbourhoods. Some ACR members are
participating in a Toronto-wide coalition of animal rescue groups to persuade the City to
focus on TNR programs, rather than euthanizing unwanted cats and kittens. This approach
has been very successful in many North American cities in humanely addressing the cat overpopulation problem. (You can learn more about TNR here:
http://www.alleycat.org/pdf/tnrforaca.pdf.)
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Highlights of 2005
Fostering and Adoptions
We thought 2004 was great with 126 adoptions. This year we’re thrilled to be able to report a
phenomenal 174 adoptions--an increase of over 25 per cent. Of these, 118 were kittens and
56 were adults.
All good placements are occasions for celebration, but it’s particularly gratifying to find that
special home for a cat who, because of medical problems or shyness or happenstance, has
been waiting longer than most for its forever home. This year we placed eight of our hard-toadopt cats, including Oprah and Secret, who were losing their long-time foster home and who
had continued to show little or no interest in people. The solution? ACR found them a nice
cozy barn, where they are now sheltered and fed while safely enjoying the outdoor life.
Part of ACR’s increased success with adoptions has to do with our trapping kittens at a
younger age and our being more judicious about which cats are accepted into our foster
program, after spaying or neutering, and which are best returned to their colonies. But
fostering isn’t just about the numbers. As a rescue group, we continue to bring in homeless
adults like Mr. Big, who came to our attention because of an abscessed cheek, and Romeo,
who lost his ear tips to frostbite, both of whom also tested positive for FIV. As with little
Georgia and Georgina, who have genetic disabilities, they may spend the rest of their lives in
foster care. If so, they’ll be contented, well-fed lives!
This year we raised our adoption fees, from $75 for a single and $100 for a pair, to $100 for a
single and $150 for a pair. Even now this rarely covers our medical expenses, which include
vaccination and follow-up shots, de-worming, treatment for eye and respiratory infections;
spaying or neutering for adults.
Every adoption is the result of a huge team effort, with trappers, screeners, photographers,
administrators all playing an important role. And, of course, nothing could happen without our
dedicated foster homes, who supply the love and the food with equal abundance; take their
charges to the vets, then showcase them for adopters. Currently, we have a network of about
20. When you learn that 19 of our cats last year were adopted by their foster homes, you’ll
understand that it must be a very satisfying job. You’ll also understand why we always need
more foster homes.
This year we had twelve cats returned to us, five of whom had been in their adoptive homes
for longer than a year. The reasons given were difficulty in getting along with resident pets,
changes in the life circumstances of their adopters, allergic reactions. Of these, ten have
been adopted into new homes; the other two are special-needs cats who are receiving
excellent foster care.
One of our successful re-adoptions was 8-year-old Rupert, the indulged companion of a
woman who took him everywhere with her. This worked well for quite a few years, till her
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traveling schedule escalated, and Rupert began to show all the classic signs of anxiety. After
he was returned to us, we put him into a foster home with other cats. Rupert, as it turned out,
was really glad to exchange his wardrobe of designer scarves for the opportunity just to be a
cat. He was adopted by his foster home.
It was another shock when Pumpkin Pie was returned to us after a year. Though she was still
shy when she left foster care, she had been adopted into a two-person household with a kitten
with whom she’d already bonded; she was used to group living, and two other cats and a
feline-friendly dog were to be part of her family. The initial reports were all good, but despite
everyone’s best intentions, the household was just too busy for her. Gradually, she withdrew
by hiding; then she began urinating on everything belonging to the dog. Once back in her
original foster home, Pumpkin Pie needed a couple of months before she was comfortable
being petted; however, she was very interactive with her foster mom in other ways, such as
playing and following her around; she bonded immediately with the other cats, and never once
did she urinate anywhere but in her litter box. Pumpkin Pie has since been adopted as the
companion for a previously adopted ACR cat. They’re bonding well, and her new parents
describe her as an extroverted show-off.
The moral of these tales is twofold: once an ACR cat always an ACR cat, and love is
sometimes sweeter the second time around.

Feral Cat Programs
Trap-Neuter/Spay-Return (TNR)
In 2005, ACR continued our TNR program in the colonies we feed and in those judged highrisk for passing on infectious diseases.
Since we had no designated TNR grant, we worked on an ad hoc basis, as the need arose
and as funds permitted. Nevertheless, we spayed and neutered 74 feral cats, as well as
providing important medical care to them and many others in our colonies. These included
two cats with ruptured eyes, both of whom were then adopted through ACR's foster program;
a previously neutered feral with end -stage renal failure; a previously neutered colony
mainstay, named Caesar, who had allergic ulcers; and a high-risk pregnant queen who
required a Caesarian section.
None of this great work would have been possible without our dedicated volunteers.
ACR continued to assist non-member callers who tend their own feral colonies. Some
donated to ACR's costs for spaying or neutering. Others simply needed equipment and
advice to help them trap their ferals to take to the Toronto Humane Society's low-cost
spay/neuter clinic.
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Feral Colony Feeding Program
We now have about 25 feral feeders, an increase over previous years. In 2005, these ACR
volunteers looked after more than 50 feral cats, distributing over 2,500 kg of dry cat food.
Much of this was contributed by the feeders themselves. Regular feeding, combined with TNR
and vaccination, has enabled some of our feral cats to live as long as 12 years--more than
double the usual life span of cats in the wild.

Fundraising and Publicity
Promoting public awareness of cat-welfare issues while raising funds has increased our
adoption calls but also the calls from people asking for help with stray and feral cat colonies.
We do our best within our financial and volunteer resources.

Grants
In 2005, ACR was very fortunate to receive a grant from the Donner Canadian Foundation, for
the second consecutive year, for essential operating expenses. Without the generosity of the
Donner Canadian Foundation, we could not have achieved this year's success. We are all
grateful for this opportunity to continue to follow, with passion and compassion, our mandate
on behalf of homeless and needy cats.
Again this year, Bell Canada provided a grant in recognition of two employees who volunteer
for ACR. BMO and MTS Allstream each made a corporate donation in recognition of an
employee who volunteers for ACR. It's gratifying for our volunteers and for ACR to be
appreciated in this way.
A summary of our finances is provided later in this report.

Ongoing fundraising - Catnip products
ACR has been able to expand production of our catnip toys and accessories, thanks to
several new volunteers. This involves hand-making hundreds of catnip toys and dozens of
catnip pillows (“purr pads”) every year. Our toy baskets and donation boxes are then placed in
veterinary offices, pet shops and other retail locations, where they are monitored by
volunteers on a weekly or monthly basis. These products are also sold at fundraising events.
Another of our volunteers has begun knitting catnip-laced kittens, or “knitten,” in various
patterns and colours. They have proved very popular.

New ACR greeting cards
Our new line of ACR greeting cards, featuring photos of ACR cats and kittens, was an instant
hit. Some are for Christmas, others are all-occasion. Each features a short story about the
pictured cat.
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Donated items for sale
We were fortunate to receive a generous donation of several dozen interesting houseware
items from a cat-loving retailer named Julianne Steinberg. These include clocks, mats,
mirrors, pillows, pet dishes and more, now being offered for sale at bargain prices.
Melsky, a Toronto artist, donated several of her attractive paintings and hand-painted mirrors.

Events
In 2005, ACR participated in several events to raise funds and promote awareness of ACR
and cat welfare issues:
•
•
•
•
•

Festival on Bloor, June 12, 2005
Taste of the Danforth festival, August 7, 2005
Walk-a-thon, Oakville, September 25, 2005
University of Toronto "Community Plunge" for volunteerism (presentation), September
30, 2005
Annex Christmas Market, November 26 and 27, December 3 and 4, 2005

Sometimes the amounts raised are small, considering the effort involved, but all have
provided great opportunities for our volunteers to connect with cat-loving members of the
public, some of whom have joined ACR.

ACR Website
Launched in 2000, our all-volunteer ACR website continues to be a key source of adoption
inquiries (www.annexcatrescue.on.ca).
ACR also has a mini -website at Petfinder.com, showcasing pets needing homes. Look for
ACR under the “Shelter and Rescue Groups” section.

ACR posters, Information Kit, ads, brochure
In 2005, we produced several new posters with photos of our rescued cats and kittens.
These, along with ACR brochures, are distributed by volunteers to vets' offices, pet- supply
and other neighbourhood stores.
We continue to distribute our “ACR Information Kit” for volunteers, the media, the public, and
for fundraising purposes.
We regularly place free classified ads in the Annex Gleaner and paid ones in the Toronto
Star. We also have a low-cost ad in the June and July 2006 issues of Toronto Life, requesting
adopters and volunteers.
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Administration
As in past years, our only significant administrative expenses are for hosting ACR's website
and for our critically important telephone number with voice-mail. We also incur small
expenses for postage and for rental of our annual members meeting room. (Once again The
Tranzac Club has rented to us its Tiki Room for only $30 plus GST. Many thanks to the
Tranzac!)
ACR routinely applies for, and receives, rebates from the federal government for the GST on
various ACR expenses.

Financial
ACR volunteers raised significantly more in 2005 than in most previous years. As already
noted, this was largely due to donations, including a generous operating grant from the
Donner Canadian Foundation.
The vast majority of our money goes for veterinary expenses. We are fortunate to have six
caring veterinary clinics that provide services to ACR at significantly reduced fees.
Shown below is a summary of revenues and expenses for 2005, with comparative figures
from previous years.
Revenues
Donations & grants
Membership Dues
Money boxes
Fundraising
Adoption Fees

Total Revenue

2005

2004

2003

2002

2001

56,644
320
6,731

52,857
260
6,659

24,487
200
4,396

22,585
290
3,819

19,700
320
1,700

1,570
9,760

3,198
8,645

2,812
6,610

4,230
6,305

5,150
7,340

75,025

71,957

38,505

37,229

34,210

1,182

1,295

862

670

515

1,981
49,889
2,651

1,165
49,090
2,355

888
23,145
1,150

762
31,162
1,538

575
23,900
1,160

844
3,824

10,2562
--

1,496
6,539

2,500
3,382

2,220
2,600

940

779

650

592

115

61,311

64,940

34,730

40,606

31,085

Expenses
Administrative 1
Advertising
Veterinary Services
Fundraising Expenses
Feral Cat Supplies
Fostering Expenses
Miscellaneous 3

Total Expenses
1

Administrative includes bank charges, postage, telephone, internet and equipment depreciation.
Feral Cat Supplies for 2004 covered both feral cat supplies and fostering expenses.
3
Miscellaneous includes transportation and miscellaneous expenses .
2
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MEET SOME OF OUR RESCUES…
Meer
Meer came to us from a colony in Little Italy. The person feeding the colony
noticed that Meer’s eye was dangerously enlarged, and so lured this beautiful
4-month old girl into a carrier. When Meer thrashed about trying to escape, her
eye ruptured. She was rushed to an emergency clinic and Annex Cat Rescue
was called. We took Meer to one of ACR vets the next morning, where she
remained on pain medication until she gained enough weight to have her eye
removed. She was also spayed.
The operation didn't dampen Meer's spirits one bit! At her recovery home, her
engaging personality immediately showed through. She began flirting with the
existing cats, while perfecting the stalk of the Cat Dancer! Because Meer
remained shy with strangers, she was overlooked by adopters; however, after
six months, the perfect couple came to meet her. Meer showed up to say
hello and to play - she'd found her forever home. In her new place, she
continued her flirting ways with the older cats. After a few months, another cat
friend moved in, giving her someone her own age to play with. Today, spoiled
Meer is loving every minute of her new life!

Snowball, Dali, Jou-Jou, Shubuo and Victoria
Snowball first appeared in Josey’s backyard in August 2005. After
settling into a back shed, she gave birth to four lovely kittens.
Snowball was very protective of her babies so wouldn’t let anyone
come near. Josey and a neighbour left food for her every day, as well
as checking in often to make sure all was well.
As fall progressed and temperatures began to drop, Josey became
concerned for Snowball and her kittens. Fortunately, a friend told her
about ACR. She called us right away. ACR ended up adopting out
three of Snowball's kittens, but not Snowball--Josey had fallen in love
with her and wanted to adopt her herself! A neighbour adopted
Snowball’s ot her kitten--the only female.

Sammy Ears
“Sammy Ears” lived in a colony in back of Kensington Market. By
providing daily food and water, a dedicated ACR volunteer came to
know the characters of each cat quite well. She patiently trapped them,
one by one, for TNR and medical treatment. She noticed one of the
cat’s ears had been half eaten away, so she trapped him and rushed
him to an ACR vet. The victim of a severe case of ear mites, "Mr. Ears"
had also scratched his ears raw. Left untreated, this would have led to
hearing loss. Mr. Ears (since renamed "Banana") is now fully
recovered. Though his ears may always look a bit odd, he is now living
a serene, indulged indoor life in his new adoptive home. Does he ever
think back to his tough life on the streets, now confident that he will
always be loved for the rest of his days?
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Big Grey
This big guy was found in August 2004 outside a cat-loving couple's home.
Although they had cats of their own who weren't big fans of BG, they took
good care of him outdoors, bringing him into the warmth of their office during
the colder weeks.
A foster space in the home of an eager, first-time ACR volunteer became
available in February 2005. BG settled in right away, establishing his
favourite spots. But he'd suffered a fair bit of wear and tear. All the teeth in
his swollen mouth were rotten, causing much pain. ACR paid for their
removal.
This gentle giant never expressed any desire to go outside -- he knew his
former life meant pain, uncertainty and bitter cold. After a few months, his
foster realized BG deserved to be as comfortable as he craved on a
permanent basis -- no more moving around. She adopted Big Grey!
BG remains a popular fellow, winning the hearts of all visitors to “his” home.
He loves people and will often sprawl in the middle of a crowded room, just
happy to be near everyone. All this makes us wonder about his past -whether we let him down, or whether his abandonment to the streets was all
a terrible mistake. Anyway, we're happy he finally has a stable future and a
forever home, plus all the loving strokes he wants.

Mr. Pink
Mr. Pink earned his name because his current owner swears he blushes -when he gets excited, his nose turns bright pink! He was first brought to
ACR from the Etobicoke area through ACR’s trap-neuter-return program.
Mr. Pink was about eight months old when he came into ACR care. The
foster home had just lost a cat of 17 years, and when she met Mr. Pink,
she decided to try to see if they were a good fit. Well, they were and they
are! She now calls him the love of her life and, whether he is batting her feet
in the bathtub or snuggling up to her on the couch, she finds a new reason
to love him more every day. She says he adopted her, not the other way
around. Mr. Pink is very pleased with his choice of human!
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Meredith’s kittens
Meredith was a feral cat from a colony in the Kensington
Market area. Late in her pregnancy, she met some ACR
volunteers who took her in for a much-needed veterinary
appointment. The vet recognized that she was having a
problem pregnancy, so Meredith’s overdue, extremely large
babies were delivered by C-section. She had five kittens (3
orange and 2 tabbies) and in spite of being spayed right after
her C-section, Meredith proved to be the perfect mother. Not
only was she still able to produce milk, but, as her foster mom
soon found out, she was also very protective of her babies.
Meredith was so feral that socialization proved impossible.
Despite many delicious meals, the familiarity of shared space
and an open door, she never left her foster mom's bathroom to
enter the adjoining office until lights were out. Though she
hissed a lot, she never attacked, and she seemed resigned,
perhaps even trusting, of human interaction with her kittens.
The little ones loved the attention, and would come running to
greet their foster mom, chirping and looking for belly rubs.
Because Meredith had shown no inclination for the indoor life, she was returned to her feral colony after her
kittens were eaned. She ran away so quickly that it was clear to ACR’s volunteers that they’d done the right
thing in returning her. Feeders in the area occasionally spot her awaiting dinner. Her kittens remained totally
trusting of humans, and were quickly adopted in to lovi ng homes. Their foster mom still gets pictures and happy
emails from their lucky adopters.

PJ Harvey
Like so many cats we've rescued from the streets, PJ had a pretty rough start to her new life indoors. She was
filled with parasites, had 3 inches of her colon protruding, and had already had two litters that we'd adopted out.
And she wasn't even two years old. Over the next eight months, PJ spent endless hours at vet appointments.
She went through prolonged treatment with medication for her parasites, her protruding colon, and an upper
respiratory Infection. Through all that, PJ's tremendous strength and personality never once wavered. She
remained consistently happy, extremely playful and remarkably trusting. PJ's undaunted spirit was an
education in patience and resiliency to her foster. Unfortunately, once she was completely healthy and
parasite-free, the only treatment for her colon offering any chance of permanent relief was invasive surgery.
The surgery proved a tremendous success. Just
days after she returned home, "the call" came someone was interested in adopting PJ, without
even knowing her colon had been repaired. Within a
couple of weeks, a fully recovered PJ was on her
way to her new home, along with her foster mate,
Sailor. Now, eight months later, PJ is doing
beautifully. Her adoptive home is tremendously
happy with her and can't remember what life was like
before PJ brightened their lives.
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Monsignor
Lost or abandoned, this 12-month-old fellow was found
living in a colony of feral cats in the alleyways of the
west end of the City. He'd been surviving outdoors for
at least 7 or 8 months and had "the dirtiest feet in the
world". With no owner to care for him, his long fur was
so matted that the vet had to shave him on all sides.
Once rescued, we discovered that Monsignor was
extremely friendly and tame. ACR had already
rescued numerous cats from the same area, many of
whom had Feline Leukemia, so we tested him –
unfortunately,
the
result
was
positive.
Still, Monsignor showed absolutely no signs of his
illness. With a clean environment and a high-quality
diet, he had a chance for many happy healthy years;
however, despite his loving and laid-back personality,
this condition meant he would be harder to
adopt. Almost a year to the date of his rescue, a
wonderful adopter visited Monsignor and immediately
fell in love with him. He now lives very comfortably with
his canine buddy. As Monsignor’s adopter said, "I
couldn't have asked for a better kitty!"

The Synagogue Kittens (Matzo, Simon, Blintz, Manuelita and ZeeZee)
A unique rescue story began in North Toronto with a pregnant cat
looking for a quiet place to give birth. She found that place in an
abandoned synagogue that had recently been vandalized. With
the back door propped open after the break -in, the synagogue
was frequented by curious local children looking for adventure
among the piles of haphazardly stacked old boxes and furniture.
Soon word spread to nearby store owners that the plaintive
meows of kittens could be heard from somewhere in the
synagogue. ACR was contacted. It was critically important to
rescue the kittens quickly because we knew that the doors and
windows would soon be boarded up following the police
investigation. It was hard to tell how many kittens were there
because the building was strewn with litter, upturned boxes and
stacks of furniture. It took ACR two days of trapping to rescue 5
gorgeous kittens and their mom. ACR spent several more days
investigating to ensure that no more kittens were left behind.
All the kittens have since been adopted and all have blossomed
into stunning and loving companions. The mother was spayed but
couldn’t accept indoor life. She was returned to her outdoor home
and has been unofficially adopted by a kind and generous
neighbour who gave up her garage as the mom’s new home. She
also provides daily feeding and loads of blankets.
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Dutchie
Dutchie was rescued from a park when he was four months old. He was semi-feral when he went to his first
ACR foster home, but by the time he got to his second one, he was ready to become a highly energetic and
affectionate companion. The foster parents fell in love with this easy-going, active guy and adopted him. Sadly,
he had to be returned. He developed a urinary problem requiring a prescription diet and he wasn’t getting along
with their other cat, who refused to play with him. His new owners were also dealing with a newborn child. They
tried everything to keep Dutchie, but it just wasn't the right home for him at that time. Dutchie was placed in
another ACR foster home, and it wasn't long before he worked his magic once more. His new foster parents
adopted him. They had recently lost one of their cats, and their second – a high-energy youngster -- was lonely
for a playmate. Dutchie fit right in and they became inseparable.
So, yes, it took a few tries, but now Dutchie is in an ideal situation with loving owners and a thankful feline
buddy to romp with and cuddle.
That's ACR’s motto: “Cat adoption – with a difference!”
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